Etac Edge shower stool
A height-adjustable, comfortable triangular space-saving
shower stool that fits perfectly in a corner.
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Edge – a space-saving shower stool
Edge is a height-adjustable, comfortable triangular shower stool that fits
perfectly in a corner. Thereby it takes up very little space in the shower.
To vary the seat position, the stool can be turned so that a corner faces
forward. The seat can also be set with a slight forward angle.

Many functions
The versatility of Edge makes it the perfect shower stool.
The seat design ensures a stable, safe and comfortable
position. The stool is height-adjustable and it is also possible
to set the height with a slight tilt, to facilitate standing up.
Edge is available in two models, besides the standard Edge
there is also a lower model.

Safety
The legs of Edge are slightly angled outward to increase
stability. Edge stands firmly on all three legs thanks to its
built-in flexibility. Also the soft ferrules will always grip the
floor.

Easy handling
The light weight makes Edge easy to move around in the
bathroom. The design also facilitates cleaning. Edge comes
flat-packed and is easy to assemble without the need for
any tools. Furthermore, Edge is stackable.

Description
Edge shower stool
Edge shower stool low

Item no.
8180 1010
8180 1040

Dimensions
Total width: 52 cm (20½")
Seat width: Base 45 cm (17¾")
Height adjustable: 42–57 cm (16½–22½")
Seat height Edge low: 34.5–42 cm (13½–16½")
Material
Polypropylene and aluminium
Weight
2.6 kg (5.7 lbs)
Edge low 2.4 kg (4.4 lbs)
Max user weight 130 kg (287 lbs)
Colour
Grey

Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent
(pH level 6–9), or with a 70% disinfectant solution.
Can be decontaminated at max. 85°C (185°F) if
so required.
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